We study Yukawa unification in string models with moduli-dominant SUSY breaking. This type of SUSY breaking in general leads to non-universal soft masses, i.e. soft scalar masses and gaugino masses. Such non-universality is important for phenomenological aspects of Yukawa unification, i.e., successful electroweak breaking, SUSY corrections to the bottom mass and the branching ratio of b → sγ. We show three regions in the whole parameter space which lead to successful electroweak breaking and allow small SUSY corrections to the bottom mass. For these three regions we investigate the b → sγ decay and mass spectra.
Introduction
The origin of fermion masses is one of the most important problems in particle physics.
Yukawa unification is an attractive idea for fermion masses. Yukawa unification can be realized by several approaches, i.e. grand unified theories (GUTs), superstring theory and coupling reduction theories [1] . Within the framework of GUT different types of quarks and/or leptons are unified into one representation of a GUT group. On the other hand, the origin of couplings is unique in superstring theory including gauge couplings.
Thus superstring theory can realize Yukawa unification especially for strong Yukawa couplings without a unified gauge group, although weak Yukawa couplings could be realized in terms of higher dimensional couplings. Coupling reduction theories can also realize Yukawa unification without unified symmetries, although different types of symmetries might be hidden behind coupling reduction theories [2] .
Top-bottom-tau Yukawa unification has been studied in GUTs. That requires a large value of tan β ≃ m t /m b , where m t and m b are the top and bottom quark masses respectively. Phenomenological aspects of such models are very different from those with small tan β. In particular radiative electroweak symmetry breaking is an important issue and actually it has been discussed under assumption of universal soft supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking parameters [3, 4] . In the large tan β case the mass parameter for the down sector
Higgs field H 1 as well as the up sector Higgs field H 2 has a large and negative renormalization group equation (RGE) effects due to Yukawa couplings. Hence both of the Higgs mass parameters run from higher energy scale to the weak scale in a similar way if these masses are universal at the Planck scale. That is unfavorable for successful symmetry breaking. Thus non-universality such as m 2 H 1 > m 2 H 2 at the Planck scale is favorable for successful symmetry breaking with Yukawa unification [5, 6] . Further non-universality of squark and slepton masses affects symmetry breaking [5, 6] as well as other phenomenological aspects [7] . In general such non-universality can be derived from supergravity models.
Gaugino masses also play a role in phenomenological aspects of Yukawa unification.
RGE effects due to gaugino masses generate a significant difference between m H 1 and m H 2 [4, 5] . Thus large gaugino masses are favorable for successful electroweak symmetry breaking. On the other hand, one of SUSY corrections to the bottom mass is proportional to the gluino mass [8] . Hence a small gluino mass is favorable not to obtain a large SUSY correction. In the universal scenario such SUSY corrections to the bottom mass are not suppressed [4, 6] . Moreover the minimal supersymmetric models with electroweak radiative breaking and universal soft mass terms at the GUT scale is ruled out due to the constraints from the b → sγ decay and the condition Ωh 2 < 1 [9] . It was shown in
Ref. [9, 6] that non-universality seems to be mandatory to satisfy these constraints with small SUSY corrections to the bottom quark.
SUSY breaking mechanism is a unsolved and important problem in SUSY models including superstring models. However, we can obtain generic formulae for soft SUSY breaking parameters assuming which types of fields contribute to SUSY breaking [10] .
Further soft SUSY breaking terms can be parameterized simply by the gravitino mass m 3/2 and goldstino angles in the case where the dilaton and moduli fields contribute to SUSY breaking in superstring models [11, 12] . Phenomenological aspects have been discussed in several parts of the whole parameter space [13, 14] . In such framework moduli dominant SUSY breaking leads to non-universality among soft SUSY breaking terms, which could
give phenomenologically interesting aspects. In particular multi-moduli cases can provide strong non-universality [12] . Recently a typical string model with multi-moduli dominant SUSY breaking is discussed in Ref. [15] , showing several interesting aspects of the small tan β case. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review formulae for soft SUSY breaking terms, parameterizing them. We define our model and give its soft terms. In section 3 we study radiative electroweak symmetry breaking in our model with large tan β.
In section 4 we consider constraint from SUSY corrections to the bottom mass. Such corrections are usually large. However, there are three types of parameter regions leading to small SUSY corrections. These correspond to the case with the very light gluino, the small µ case and the small gaugino mass case with large squark masses. Further we discuss constraints from the b → sγ decay in each of these regions. In section 5 we investigate
1 See also Ref. [16] .
mass spectra of these three regions, in particular masses of the lightest neutralino, chargino and Higgs particle. Section 6 is devoted to conclusions and discussions.
Moduli-dominant SUSY breaking
We assume the string model which has the same massless matter content as the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), i.e. three families of quark doublets Q i , the up-types of quark singlets U i , the down-type of quark singlets D i , lepton doublets L i and lepton singlets E i as well as two Higgs fields. Here we consider orbifold models with three diagonal moduli fields T m (m = 1, 2, 3) as well as the dilaton field S. We assume dilaton and moduli fields contribute to SUSY breaking and the vacuum energy vanishes.
Corresponding F -terms are parameterized by the gravitino mass m 3/2 and goldstino angles θ and Θ m as [11, 12] (
where K S S and K
Tm
Tm are Kähler metric and
In this case a soft scalar mass of a field with a modular weight n m i is obtained as [11, 12] 
It is obvious that there appears stronger non-universality among soft scalar masses when two fields have nonvanishing elements of modular weights corresponding to different moduli fields. Here we assume modular weights for H 1 and H 2 as
Such non-universality becomes strong in the moduli-dominant SUSY breaking case, while soft SUSY breaking terms are universal in the dilaton dominant SUSY breaking. We take the limit sin θ → 0. Further it is favorable that m
. Thus we take here Θ 1 = 0.
In this case we always have m
H 2 and the other goldstino angles, Θ 2 and Θ 3 , can be written as Θ 2 = sin θ 1 and Θ 3 = cos θ 1 . Using this angle we can write the soft masses of H 1 and H 2 as
Thus non-universality is parameterized by sin θ 1 . The soft mass of H 2 could in principle have a negative mass squared i.e. m 2 H 2 < 0 with a small magnitude at high energy scale,
i.e. sin 2 θ 1 ≥ 1/3. However, in such case one needs fine tuning for other parameters. Thus we restrict ourselves to the case with sin 2 θ 1 ≤ 1/3. As will be seen, we obtain similar results around sin 2 θ ≈ 1/3. Hence we can expect similar results for the case where sin 2 θ 1 exceeds 1/3 slightly.
As will be seen later, RGE effects due to stau masses decrease m
H 2 through a large tau Yukawa coupling [4, 5] . Thus small stau masses are favorable for electroweak breaking. Further the initial condition for squark masses m U > m D is also favorable for electroweak breaking. This initial condition is also useful for small SUSY corrections to the bottom mass. Hence we assume the following modular weights for quark and lepton fields,
where the family index is omitted, because we assume degeneracy among three families.
Under this assumption, fields Q and U have the same soft scalar mass as
and E have the same scalar mass as H 2 .
In the moduli-dominant SUSY breaking case, gaugino masses and A-terms corresponding to moduli-independent Yukawa couplings are obtained as [11, 12] 
where k a is a Kac-Moody level, δ m GS is the Green-Schwarz coefficient [17] and D(T m ) is the moduli-dependent function written by the Eisenstein function G(T ) as
which takes values as D(T ) = 1.5 × 10 −3 , 2.7 × 10 −2 , 9.3 × 10 −2 , 0.46 and 0.66 for T = 1.2, 5.0, 15, 70 and 100, respectively. Further b ′m a are duality anomaly coefficients, which depend on modular weights in a model as [18] 
where C(G a ) is the casimir of the adjoint representation and T (R) is the index of the R representation. In our case we have b 2 Several kinds of modular functions are shown in Ref. [19] .
Further we take k 3 = k 2 = 1 and k 1 = 5/3. In this case gaugino masses are obtained as
In these equations we have assumed T m = T and δ m GS = δ GS for simplicity and we take ReS = 2. In addition the A-terms are written as
The overall magnitude of the gaugino masses is dominated by D(T ) and their ratios depend on δ GS . We have
It is important to notice that the gaugino masses are parameterized by D(T ) and δ GS independent of the other soft SUSY breaking terms parameterized by θ 1 as well as m 3/2 . As shall be shown later, the gaugino masses are very important for phenomenological aspects of Yukawa unification, electroweak symmetry breaking and SUSY corrections to the bottom mass. A large gaugino mass is favorable for successful electroweak symmetry breaking. On the other hand, a large gluino mass leads to a large SUSY correction to the bottom mass. Thus this parameterization (12) as well as eq. (4) is quite interesting not only to study phenomenology of moduli-dominant SUSY breaking, but also to investigate which types of spectra and non-universality are favorable for generic models with Yukawa unification, in particular from viewpoints of successful electroweak symmetry breaking, small SUSY corrections to the bottom mass and the experimental bounds of the b → sγ decay. Moreover, for δ GS ≃ 3/(1 + tan θ 1 ), we obtain very light gluino. The possibility of having the light gluino of order 1 − 4 GeV is not excluded experimentally. In the models with the universal gaugino mass there are difficulties to get light gluino with proper radiative breaking of the electroweak symmetry satisfying experimental constraints. We will show that in our case we can have a part of the parameter space which leads to a very light gluino and satisfies all other constraints. This possibility of the light gluino is a quite interesting solution for controlling the SUSY correction δm b .
For the B-term its magnitude depends on a way to generate a natural µ-term. Therefore here we take µ and B as free parameters and we fix them requiring successful electroweak symmetry breaking.
Electroweak symmetry breaking in Yukawa unification
We assume the equality of the top, bottom and tau Yukawa couplings at the string scale, i.e., λ t = λ b = λ τ = λ G . The RGEs of these couplings are obtained as follow:
where The fermion masses at M Z -scale are related to their Yukawa couplings and we have
which we solve for single unknown λ G , then we find λ G ≃ 0.32. This value leads to tan β ≃ 50 and m b (M Z ) ≃ 3.3 GeV. The experimental value of the bottom quark mass still has some uncertainty. For instance, the analysis of the Υ system using QCD sum rules [20] 
GeV. Moreover, as mentioned in Ref. [22] , the DELPHI collaboration
The lower bound of m b (M Z ) in this case is around 2.15 GeV. This could allow for a large negative SUSY correction to m b , δm b ∼ 35%. However, here we will be conservative and we will consider the lower bound of m b (M Z ) as 2.63 GeV. Hence SUSY corrections have to be negative and of order δm b ≤ 20%. These SUSY corrections will be discussed in the next section.
Let us now study electroweak symmetry breaking. The Higgs potential is written as
where
We take µ and B as free parameters and these are fixed by potential minimization conditions. In the large tan β case the above Higgs potential has two characteristic features.
It follows from the minimization conditions that
with
A combination of eqs. (20) and (22) gives the following constraint on the low energy parameters
In order to have electroweak breaking in the large tan β case, the difference between the masses of the two Higgs fields should satisfy the above inequality.
In general case of the non-universal soft SUSY breaking terms, we find that the mass difference between m 2 H 1 and m 2 H 2 at the weak scale is given by
where ∆m 2 is given by ∆m
at the string scale. In our case we have In the case with universal soft SUSY breaking parameters, e.g. the universal scalar mass m 0 and the universal gaugino mass M 1/2 , [4] we find Ref. [8] 
where Mg, mb i and mt i are the gluino, sbottom and stop eigenstate masses respectively.
The integral function I(a, b, c) is given by
The function I(a, b, c) is of order 1/m 2 max where m max is the largest mass running in the corresponding loop. The first term of R.H.S. in eq. (28) 
Light gluino scenario
As mentioned above, at δ GS ≃ 3/(tan θ 1 +1) the value of M 3 is very close to zero while in this case M 1 and M 2 are also suppressed and then it is difficult to satisfy the LEPII lower bound on the chargino mass. Hence we will not consider such case, but we will concentrate the case with δ GS very close to 3/(tan θ 1 + 1), which leads to Mg < 10GeV.
In this case the value D(T ) > 0.1 is required to have proper electroweak breaking. The corresponding values of δm b for this region of the parameter space is found to be smaller than 10%. Now, we focus on the constraints from b → sγ decay [24] . In SUSY models, there are additional contributions to the decay besides the SM one. For large tan β, the dominant supersymmetric contribution comes from the charged Higgs and chargino exchanges. As explained in Ref. [14] the chargino exchange contribution is enhanced for large tan β, and it becomes sizable. The chargino contribution could give rise to a substantial destructive interference with SM and Higgs amplitudes, depending on the sign of µ. We follow the procedure and the notation convention of the sign of µ in the chargino mass matrix suggested in Ref. [14] .
Before discussing the constraints of b → sγ on the parameter space, it is worthwhile to show the correlation between the masses of the lightest chargino and charged Higgs. This is helpful in understanding our estimation to the branching ratio (BR) of b → sγ.
In Fig.1 , we plot the charged Higgs mass versus the lightest chargino mass for µ < 0 3 . For D(T ) ≥ 0.45 we find that the angle φ, where
changes its sign. Note that M 2 is increasing as D(T ) increases. This angle determines one of the unitary matrices that diagonalise the chargino mass matrix and it has contribution to the chargino amplitude [14] . Then the sign of the chargino contribution is also changed and it becomes additive. Hence we find that the value of the BR ( 
Small µ scenario
There appears a parameter region with small µ enough to lead to δm b ≤ 20%. In 
SUSY spectrum in Yukawa unification
In this section, we investigate the SUSY spectrum in the three regions of the parameter space which lead to small SUSY correction to m b .
In the region corresponds to very light gluino, the lightest neutralino is found to be O(100) GeV. It is not the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), because obviously the gluino is much lighter. Hence the lightest neutralino is unlike a dark matter candidate in this region. However, in string models there are many other candidates for dark matter like for example the axion or other singlet fields. The lightest chargino in this region is found to be of order 100 GeV and we have imposed the experimental constraint m χ + > 84
GeV in determining this region. The mass of the lightest Higgs in this region lies between 80-125 GeV.
On the other hand, in the small µ region, we find that the lightest neutralino is the LSP and its mass is given in Fig.6 as a function of the gravitino mass There also appears the region where the lightest neutralino is light enough for a dark matter candidate in the small µ scenario. This scenario requires a large value of T ∼ O (100) corresponding to D(T ) > 0.6. Such large value for T might not be natural. The value of T is determined by a nonperturbative mechanism. It is not clear that such large value could be realized by any mechanism. However, in the whole parameter space one could find out regions with small sin θ, but not exactly sin θ = 0 which lead to spectra similar to the case with D(T ) > 0.6 and sin θ = 0.
Gauge symmetry breaking can lead to another source of non-universality of soft scalar masses, i.e. D-term contributions [25] . Such non-universality could also lead to interesting aspects to be studied [26] .
